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ADJUDICATION PANEL & EVENT STAFF

ADJUDICATORS

Individual Music: John Saint Amour

Ensemble Music: Robert Glover

Visual: Michael Vazquez

Overall Music (E): David Tintle
*Chief Adjudicator

Overall Visual (E): David Snead

Clinicians: Joseph Guimaraes & Tim Niebergall

EVENT STAFF

Event Coordinator: Laura Martinez

Assistant Event Coordinators: Hope Linske-Rice and Ben Regalado

Tabulator: Grete Terjesen
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IMPORTANT EVENT INFORMATION
Clinic: Immediately following each ensemble’s performance, a clinician will follow them to the Clinic
Area (the practice field behind the stadium) for a 15 minute clinic experience.  After their performance
the ensemble and their assigned clinician will exit the stadium and move to the practice field.  Pit
instruments and props will exit the field on the track using the same gate that they used to enter the
track. The event will still include a traditional critique following the final ensemble’s performance.

Critique: Critique will take place at the practice field behind the stadium (used for post-performance
clinics) following the conclusion of all performances.

Adjudication: As a part of Weeks 1 & 2 of the USBands Fall Season, there will be a suspension of A
and Open Classes (for Weeks 1 & 2 only). All ensembles will be adjudicated on A Class Sheets only.
Ensembles will not receive scores, but rather ratings (Good, Excellent, Outstanding, Superior).
Placements will only be announced for First, Second, and Third place in each Group. The remaining
bands will only have their rating announced. Recaps will be provided for each event, but will only
show the Ordinals.

Parking: There are separate free parking sections, each for spectators, buses, and pit crew vehicles.
We will have volunteers directing spectators to these designated areas.

● Spectators will park in the main parking lot closest to the football field entrance.
● Buses will park in the bus parking spaces directly in front of the school.
● Pit Crew parking will be in the main parking lot closest to the Patuxent High School semi-trailer.

Restrooms: Restrooms are available after entering the event in the football stadium. Facilities are
accessible from the outside and are located next to the concession stand area. Restrooms for
volunteers and performers will be available in the main lobby of the high school and at the gym/locker
room doors. Signs will be posted to direct you to them.

Member Re-Entry: Ensembles will be able to re-enter the event after performing using the wrist band
provided at registration. Ensembles must re-enter through the main gate to the stadium. Spectators
may re-enter with the appropriate hand stamp that is provided during paid entry. Other participants
may re-enter with proper USBands credentials (judges, staff, pit crew etc.) or event wristband.

Tickets: Tickets for admission can be purchased at the main gate ticket office. Adults - $10, Students
(K-12) - $5 and 5 years old and under are free.  Admission will include a FREE virtual program.

Warm Up: Ensembles will warm up in the grass areas in front of the high school. Percussion should
warm up down the access road on the left-hand side of the high school. Ensembles are encouraged
to select areas that will limit sound pollution on the performance field. Please refer to the map and ask
volunteers for guidance.

Field Surface: The performance field is natural grass. When en route to the field, the pathway is
asphalt until you reach the track surface. The route to the field has two double gates with a slight
slope to the track. Minimum clearance to pass through the gate is approximately nine (9) feet.

Power on Field: An extension cord hook up will be available in the front of the field only. Please
contact Dan Romagno if you require backfield power prior to the competition date.
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Concessions: Concessions are located next to the football field on the path of the main grandstand.
The menu is attached.

Hospitality: A hospitality tent will be located near the field. The hospitality tent will be restricted to
credentialled USBands personnel or ensemble directors with proper USBands credentials.

Credentials/Access: Only USBands personnel or ensemble directors with proper USBands
credentials may access the hospitality tent. Bus drivers may access the driver hospitality room
located in the teacher’s lounge located just past the main office on the right. Signs will be posted for
ease of access.

Competition Suite: Adjudicator commentary for all USBands ensembles can be located in
Competition Suite shortly after the conclusion of each ensemble's performance. Directors may grant
access to the ensemble’s portal with staff/instructors, and may request help from USBands
representatives to resolve any issues accessing Competition Suite.
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SITE OVERVIEW MAP
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MENU
Food Items Price
Chapitco Stuffed Ham Sandwich $6.00
Pizza Hut Individual Cheese Pizza $6.00
Nick's of Calvert Turkey Sub $6.00
Nick's of Calvert Roast Beef Sub $6.00
Bag of Chips $1.00
Soda or Water $1.00
Gatorade $2.00
Sweet Treats $1.00

Meal Deals $7.00
Your Choice of One:
*Chaptico Suffed Ham Sandwich
*Pizza Hut Individual Cheese Pizza
*Nick's of Calvert Turkey Sub
*Nick's of Calvert Roast Beef Sub

Plus:
Soda or Water
Bag of chips
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